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Abstract 

Despite the prevalence of findings supporting the positive 

relationship between entrainment and social aspects, previous 

research does not provide a clearly converging picture and 

several recent studies stress the importance of disentrainment 

for smooth spoken interactions. We have developed a novel 

scenario design to explore how prosodic entrainment relates to 

the trust of a human user in an avatar's ability to provide good 

advice. Our results with Slovak subjects suggest that 1) 

applications might need to boost the entrainment effect to affect 

trust of humans towards avatars, 2) user’s sex plays a role in 

developing the relationship between trust and entrainment, and 

3) females tend to prefer the advice of disentrainning avatars.    

Index Terms: human-computer interaction, entrainment, trust, 

Slovak 

1. Introduction 

Entrainment, also called accommodation or alignment, is the 

tendency of interlocutors to produce similar forms of behavior. 

In speech, rich literature supports this tendency in various 

prosodic aspects such as pitch, intensity, speech rate, or voice 

quality in multiple studies of entrainment at the local and global 

levels, or as similarity, convergence, or synchrony [1, 2, 3].  

Several theoretical models propose either external or 

internal motivation for this widespread speech behavior. For 

example, according to Communication Accommodation 

Theory [4] people entrain when they (want to) feel closer to and 

think positively about the interlocutor. The level of verbal 

entrainment or coordination might also stem from the degree of 

mutual active engagement between interlocutors [5]. The model 

in [6] assumes that alignment on linguistic representations in 

the production-perception loop is an essential internal 

component of dialogue between humans. 

In an effort to improve the naturalness and effectiveness of 

applications using human-computer (spoken) interaction, 

several studies have reported promising results when 

entrainment between the user’s and system’s voices took place. 

For example, [7] reported gains in ASR accuracy when 

entrainment of speech rate was induced, [8] gains in learning 

when entrainment between humans and a tutoring system 

occurred in pitch and intensity, [9] improved rapport and 

naturalness when a system shifted the pitch contour of the 

synthesized speech by the mean pitch of the user, or [10] the 

link between entrainment and trust in English. 

Despite the prevalent results linking entrainment and 

positive social aspects, several recent studies point to the 

relevance of disentrainment and dialogue organization. For 

example, [11] observed correlations between positively 

perceived interactions and entrainment only if entrainment was 

construed as including both positive and negative similarity. 

[12] showed more prosodic entrainment in collaborative than 

competitive dialogues only when analyzed within dialogue acts. 

[13] found that interlocutors who were perceived as likeable 

tended to disentrain in terms of speech rate. And disentrainment 

was also linked to trust in Slovak and Spanish human-computer 

interactions [10]. Hence, both entrainment and disentrainment 

are present in human interactions and may play diverse, but 

possibly complementing, functions. 

Finally, no consensus regarding the role of biological sex in 

affecting the degree and functions of (dis)entrainment has been 

reached. Although some studies have found that women are 

more likely to entrain than men, stemming possibly from the 

higher phonetic sensitivity of female speakers [14] or their 

greater social engagement with the interlocutor or perhaps from 

lesser perceived dominance, other studies suggest that the 

pattern is more complex.  More entrainment was observed in 

mixed-sex dyads than dialogues between two females [15] and 

disentrainment between humans and robots was found 

irrespective of the user’s sex [16]. 

Given the assumed potential of entrainment for human-

computer spoken interactions and the open issues related to the 

relevance of disentrainment and user’s sex, the goal of the 

current paper is to explore how prosodic (dis)entrainment 

relates to the trust of humans towards the capability of avatars 

to provide good advice and whether this relationship is affected 

by the user’s sex and personality. Our contribution to these 

debates is 1) in describing a novel scenario and procedures for 

probing the relationship between trust and prosodic 

entrainment, 2) presenting pilot results suggesting that females 

tend to prefer the advice of the disentraining avatars, and 3) 

findings that suggest that this might be linked to the openness 

to new experience as a personality trait. 

2. Methodology 

To test the relationship between speech entrainment and trust 

we developed a novel scenario implemented using the Unity 
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Engine. We describe the key elements of the game design, the 

implementation of the voice interaction between the user and 

the avatars, and the experimental procedure.  

2.1. Game design 

Our one-person adventure game is inspired by Harry Potter. 

The main character is a young wizard whose goal is to obtain a 

special device to protect the wizards in the school of magic. The 

wizard is faced with challenges and binary decision points and 

is assisted by a pair of owl-like helpers (avatars) who provide 

information and situation-relevant advice. For each binary 

choice, the two avatars give diverging advice and the prosodic 

features of the avatar’s voices are manipulated to either entrain 

or disentrain to the user’s features (further explained in (e) 

below and in Section 2.2). The player’s preferences regarding 

whose advice they follow constitute the operationalization of 

the player’s trust toward an avatar. Each decision involves trust 

since the player is vulnerable to the actions of the avatars [17] 

as the players always risk that a decision might disadvantage 

them. In this implementation we concentrate only on trust in the 

system’s skills/ability, and not in its integrity or benevolence. 

 

Figure 1: Examples of game visualizations; the oath in 

top-left, a scene with other characters in top-right, the 

final scene in bottom-left, and avatar visualization 

when quiet (a) and when one avatar speaks (b). 

The key challenges and requirements and our approach to 

them in the game design and implementation were as follows.  

a) The player should not be biased externally to prefer either 

avatar nor to confound voice manipulation as the primary 

factor for entrainment~trust analysis. The quality of advice 

is not revealed because the player is not allowed to return 

to the decision point once a decision has been made to check 

the other option and no immediate feedback is given to the 

player regarding their decisions. The two pieces of advice 

for each decision are controlled for length, the avatar’s 

expressed confidence, and presentation order. The avatars 

are designed to be visually similar; see Fig. 1 bottom-right.  

b) Each subject should have a comparable game experience to 

facilitate between-subject analysis. The progression of the 

game is fixed. Tasks requiring motor skills or affecting 

cognitive load are avoided to minimize the effect of players’ 

differences in these aspects on the game progression. 

c) The player-avatar spoken interaction should be varied and 

natural. To extend the scenario for entrainment~trust 

analysis in [10], in which players could only ask wh-

questions and avatars could only answer by providing 

advice, avatars here ask questions and provide advice and 

players respond to questions and select advice either 

verbally or by clicking. Each decision sequence contains a 

mini-dialogue which is managed through a decision tree-

based conversational model with key-word spotting. This is 

initiated by an avatar’s question relevant to the current 

decision (e.g. ‘please describe the girls in the room’ in Fig 

1 top-right), then the player responds, and, if the relevant 

keywords have been recognized, the avatars proceed to 

provide advice (e.g. which girl should the player talk to), 

and the player decides to follow one of the two pieces of 

advice. The ‘push-to-talk’ mode for players’ speech lowers 

the demands on Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). 

d) The game should be engaging. Despite the visually simple 

interface, the player is faced with different types of tasks 

and challenges, is motivated to be competitive with a 

promise of a financial bonus dependent on the game 

outcome. The design includes simple fun games and jokes.  

e) Initial baseline values for the player’s natural utterances 

are needed. After familiarizing themselves with the 

interface, players must take an Oath; see Fig 1 top-left. The 

player is asked to respond to easy questions (e.g. How old 

are you), to read short sentences (e.g. I swear to uphold the 

rules…), and to finish proverbs (e.g. One apple a day…). 

In this way we elicit utterances that are similar in length, 

spontaneity, and prosody to those expected in the game.  

f) Vary the stakes for some decisions. This is achieved by 

manipulating the mini-dialogue that initiates each decision 

by including avatars’ verbal remarks such as think hard, you 

will not have another possibility, or you might die. 

g) All relevant information should be logged. Each action of 

the player is logged, all speech is recorded, and the log also 

include the feature vectors used for the (dis)entrainment 

manipulation (section 2.2).   

2.2. Voice interaction: ASR, TTS, and Entrainment 

The voice interaction between the player and the game relied 

on customized Text-to-speech (TTS) and ASR systems. For 

base TTS we used a female voice trained on 8k phonetically 

rich sentences (5h) using the HMM-based speech synthesis 

system [18, 19].  The ASR engine was based on Open-Source 

Large Vocabulary CSR Engine Julius [20]. We trained the n-

gram language model with a manually created set of sentences 

and words expected to occur in the players’ utterances. We also 

enriched the language model with the actual players’ responses 

during the pilot testing. The n-gram model is more suitable for 

this task than grammar construction due to great variability in 

the player’s responses and the importance of correct key words 

recognition for the game to proceed successfully. 

The mean f0 and intensity values were extracted from each 

recorded utterance with a customized Praat [21] script. The 

speech rate in terms of syllables per second was extracted from 

the ASR output since this method proved more reliable over a 

signal-based method in pilot testing. To achieve a reliable fit 

between the measured and perceived speech rate, we adjusted 

the measured rate by normalizing several factors known to 

affect the discrepancy between the measured and perceived 

rates [22]. Specifically, at the syllable level we normalized for 

vowel quality and the number and type of consonants, and on 

the utterance level for the number of phones, syllables 

(containing phonemically short and long vowels) and words, 

and the number of silent and filled pauses. Since a database with 

annotated perceived speech rate was not available, we used TTS 

for creating sets of corpora in which only a single factor from 

the above list was varied. For each such sub-corpus we obtained 
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a function, or a weighing table, minimizing the variability of the 

measured speech rate (since the TTS was assumed to produce 

speech of the stable rate). The output speech rate of an utterance 

then combined the raw syllable rate and these weighing factors. 

The prosodic entrainment, operationalized here as relative 

turn-based synchrony, was done by adjusting the base TTS in 

the following way. The baseline values for the subject’s pitch, 

intensity and speech rate were obtained from their responses to 

the ‘Oath’ at the beginning of the game; e) in 2.1. For each 

utterance of the player during the game and after taking the 

Oath, we extracted and stored the means of these three values. 

For the speech of the entraining avatar we took the relative 

difference between the most recent utterance of the player and 

her baseline, and adjusted the pitch, intensity and speech rate of 

the base TTS by this factor in the same direction. The same was 

done for the disentraining avatar in the opposite direction. 

The pilot testing showed little variability in the distribution 

of the players’ utterance means for the three features varied for 

entrainment (f0, intensity, speech rate). Consequently, the 

adjustments for the (dis)entraining voice were often miniscule 

and the differences between the two voices were thus minimal. 

To separate the two voices more while remaining within the 

reasonable regions of variability, we decided to ‘boost’ the 

(dis)entraining feature of the voices by increasing the 

adjustment coefficients while keeping the same direction 

following the conversion Table 1. 

Table 1: Conversion for boosting (dis)entrainment.  

Current utterance – baseline (%) 

Measured Implemented to TTS 

1-3 7 

4-6 12 

7-10 15 

11-15 18 

16-21 22 

>22 25 

2.3. Subjects and procedure 

Native speakers of Slovak (N=32, 18F, 14M) participated in the 

experiment. The majority were undergraduate students and 

received small payment. Within each sex group, half the 

subjects played the game in which avatar M was entraining and 

avatar N was disentraining, and for the other half the entraining 

behavior of the avatars was switched. Subjects wore over-ear 

headphones fitted with close-talk microphones  

After providing informed consent subjects filled out a 

sociometric questionnaire and the Ten Item Personality 

Inventory (TIPI, [23]). Then they familiarized themselves with 

the setup of the game and were instructed to try to speak in 

complete sentences. Importantly, subjects were told that the two 

avatars are similar but use slightly different AI algorithms 

regarding their ability (not integrity or benevolence), and thus 

if the subjects wanted to do well, they should try to figure out 

who tends to give better advice. Doing well means maximizing 

the number of coins earned, which will be the basis for 

calculating their bonus payment. In reality, the quality of the 

advice was never revealed. After the game subjects filled out a 

post-test questionnaire probing their perception of the avatars 

and their voices. 

Due to unforeseen problems with the design, 8 subjects did 

not complete the game and thus fewer than the planned 37 

decisions were recorded for these subjects. Of the 8 subjects, 6 

were females, 2 males, 6 made more than 2/3 of the decisions, 

for 3 subjects avatar M was entraining for 5 avatar N. These 

data were kept and the findings hold for the subset of 24 

subjects who completed the full game. 

3. Results 

The core question of this study was whether the manipulation 

of the acoustic-prosodic features (pitch, intensity and speech 

rate) in the avatar’s voices to either entrain or disentrain to the 

user’s voice affects the user’s trust toward the advice provided 

by these avatars, and if this trust-entrainment relationship is 

affected by the sex and the personality of the subject. 

There were two dependent variables assessing the trust of 

the subjects toward the avatars’ advice intrinsically: Raw_score 

is the sum of the decisions in which the user followed the advice 

of the entraining and disentraining avatars during the game, 

Raw_Trust_Index is then the difference between these two 

numbers; positive values reflect the preference for the 

entraining avatar while negative values indicate a preference for 

the disentraining avatar. Weighted_score is similar to 

Raw_score but indicates the sum of the decision’s ordinal 

numbers in which the user followed the advice of the entraining 

and disentraining avatar. Weighted_score thus tests the 

hypothesis that the relationship between speech entrainment 

and trust develops over the course of the game and becomes 

stronger toward the game’s end since in this metrics later 

decisions are weighted more than earlier ones. 

To test the effects of entrainment behavior of avatars and 

subject’s sex on subject’s trusting preferences we constructed a 

regression model for both Raw_Score and Weighted_Score. 

The models showed that subjects follow the advice from the 

disentraining avatar more often (t(60) = -3.4, p = 0.001) and that 

the interaction between sex and entrainment preferences was 

also significant (t(60) = 3.04, p = 0.004) in that the main effect 

is mostly due to females while males do not show a strong 

preference (F(1,30) = 6.36, p = 0.0172). This is illustrated in the 

left panel of Fig. 2. 

 

Figure 2: Effect of entrainment on trust for based on 

sex (left) and its relationship with openness; see text 

for the explanation of Raw Trust Index. 

The same effect holds also for Weighted_Score although the 

t-values are lower and thus the effect is less robust (t(60) = -2.1, 

p = 0.04 and t(60) = 2.4, p = 0.02 respectively). 
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Finally, recall that the final decision carried the highest 

stakes since pulling the wrong lever may have resulted in the 

player’s ‘death’ in the game. In both sex groups, subjects who 

reached this final decision (13F, 11M) followed the advice of 

the entraining avatar slightly more often (7 vs. 6 for females, 7 

vs. 4 for males) but this preference is certainly not significant 

and can be taken as a trend at most.  

We also examined subjects’ self-reported responses to post-

test questions about avatars and their voices in the three 

questions: Which avatar did you like more? Which avatar’s 

voice did you like more?  Which avatar gave better advice? The 

percentages of the binary choice (entraining vs. disentraining) 

split for sex is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Responses to the post-test questions probing 

selfreported preference for the avatars based on their 

general features, voice, and the quality of advice. 

First, we see a possible link between trust behavior 

expressed implicitly through following the advice during the 

game and explicitly as perceiving an avatar as more likeable 

and giving better advice: females who followed the advice of 

the disentraining avatar more often also perceived this avatar as 

more likeable and preferred its advice (NB: the design 

prevented the subject to have any game-internal evidence for 

the quality of advice and the two avatars looked extremely 

alike). Second, the females’ answers to the 2nd question (Whose 

voice did you like more) does not show any preference despite 

voice being the only avatar’s characteristic that was varied in 

the experiment. This might suggest either a possible 

dissociation between the general preference for the avatar and 

the perception of its voice, or that the liking of the entraining 

avatar’s voice for some subjects was not strong enough to affect 

their advice following behavior. Third, the males liking of the 

entraining avatar did not result in significantly greater trust 

toward the advice given by this avatar. Moreover, for males the 

three questions were treated as probing the same perception 

(most males responded to all three questions with the identical 

avatar identity) while females showed a clear divergence 

between their perceptions for avatar’s voice on the one hand 

and general liking and advice preference on the other hand.  

Testing the relationship between personality and the trust-

entrainment link we found that openness to experience was the 

only dimension that showed a significant relationship with the 

Trust index. As shown in the right panel of Fig. 1, subjects who 

score higher on openness favored the disentraining avatar more. 

This relationship held for females (t[16] = -2.27, p = 0.038) as 

well as for the pooled data (t[30] = -2.4, p = 0.023). Despite 

literature suggesting a rather strong correlations between 

Openness and Extroversion, this association was rather weak in 

our data (r = 0.31; t[30] = 1.76, p = 0.09). 

4. Discussion & Conclusion 

We tested a possible link between subject’s trust toward an 

avatar, expressed as the tendency to follow its advice, and 

acoustic-prosodic entrainment of the avatar’s voice towards (or 

away from) the subject’s characteristics. Our main finding is 

that females tend to trust the avatar whose mean pitch, intensity 

and speech rate in a turn are locally disentraining (i.e. move in 

the opposite direction) from the values in the preceding 

subject’s turn. This result contributes to the growing recent 

literature suggesting the complex role of speech entrainment in 

both human-human and human-machine spoken interactions.    

Furthermore, the effect of entrainment on trust was 

observed only when the manipulation of the prosodic features 

was boosted to counter the low variability of these features in 

the current data. This finding opens further possibilities for 

designing applications with speech entrainment capabilities. 

Regarding the link between personality and trust toward the 

(dis)entraining avatar, we found that people who score higher 

on openness to experience are more likely to trust the avatar that 

disentrains to their own vocal features. This might stem from 

openness being related to preference for variety [24], and the 

link between openness and high tolerance for ambiguity. 

The similarity of the effects for weighted and raw scores 

suggests that the relationship between trust and speech 

entrainment changes minimally during roughly 45 minutes of 

game playing. However, two tendencies showing a slightly 

weaker link between trust and disentrainment toward the end of 

the game also allow us to speculate that females initially 

preferred the disentraining avatar but this preference weakened 

over the course of the game (less robust results for weighted 

scores and the tendency from the last decisions with the highest 

stakes). This in turn might mean that preference for 

disentrainment is an early ‘automatic’ effect [6, 25] and 

preference for entrainment takes some time to develop and is 

under more subconscious control and used for negotiating 

social ties as suggested by CAT [4]. 

At least there limitations of the study may have contributed 

to the lack of the link between trust and prosodic entrainment. 

First, avatars looked ‘dehumanizing’ and the subjects did not 

have a prior chance to develop a relationship and emotional 

attachment to them. Yet, social interaction has been found to 

positively affect the development of trust toward robots in other 

research [26]. Second, ‘noise’ introduced by the voices of other 

characters in the game could affect the development of trust 

toward the avatar voices. Third, we manipulated only means 

that has a limited effect on prosody and adapting other aspects 

of the contours might facilitate entrainment-trust link more. 

Finally, another intriguing hypothesis for future research is 

that a relatively weak link between entrainment and trust in 

Slovak and the preference for disentrainment in females in 

particular, might be connected to cultural differences. 

Comparisons between Slovak and English suggest that Slovak 

subjects display less entrainment in human-human 

conversations [27, 28] and may also, for some prosodic 

features, (e.g. speech rate) reveal a link between trust and 

disentrainment [10]. 
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